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i2 Clarity Platform

i2’s technology empowers government agencies and private

sector businesses to investigate, predict, disrupt and defeat the

world’s most sophisticated criminal and terrorist activities. We

enable our users to be more effective by providing not just

information, but the insights to answer critical questions and take

action.

By merging the Analysis and COPLINK product lines, the i2 Clarity Platform has

become an enterprise-class intelligence system that aggregates investigative,

analytical, operational and command level capabilities and tools. This creates an

ergonomic environment that works across all phases of the investigative and

analytical process and breaks down silos by integrating human sensor networks with

digital sensor networks, across agencies at a local, national and global level –

generating actionable intelligence for more rapid decision making.

The i2 Clarity Platform features:

Massively scalable and secure architecture

Native Analyst’s Notebook  plug-in to leverage the value of current i2 charts

while protecting investments in software and training

Detachable/untethered architecture for use in the field

All source data acquisition and analysis within a web-based collaborative

framework

Unmatched Always-on-Analytics including Point-of-Need alerting

Server side analytics unleash the potential of your data

Smarter data mining tools provide increased accuracy as a result of

ever-expanding data volume, data sources and data types

Open API’s enable the i2 Clarity Platform to integrate within a wider

enterprise infrastructure

Native Node connectivity helps to not simply connect the dots, but connect the

right dots

With relevant intelligence delivered to the point of need, the i2 Clarity Platform is the

one solution you can rely on to deliver the right information to the right people at the

right time – so you can achieve your mission.

i2's proven technologies are central to the ability of governments to protect citizens.

The other essential aspect of protection is the proactive protection of citizens’

privacy and civil liberties.

PROTECTING CIVIL LIBERTIES

More information

Access Premium i2 Content

Request more information
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Cyber

Connecting the Cyber World

with the Real World

Part of the i2 Clarity Platform, i2’s Cyber solution is a

post-incident analytic platform that brings together large volumes

of data from numerous sources to link cyber criminal activity with

real-world entities. Take the “anonymous” out of cyber

investigations.

.

 

 
The i2 Cyber platform utilizes powerful post-incident

analysis to perform attribution, correlate links and

entities involved in attacks, make real-world

connections and expose network vulnerabilities. It

can help identify advanced persistent threats and

shut down cyber perpetrators. i2’s Cyber solution

accomplishes this by employing:

Rich extraction, analysis and visualization

capabilities that turn large quantities of cyber

data into actionable intelligence

Rapid pattern analysis that quickly identifies

characteristics and bad actors in attacks

Social network analysis capability that

identifies distribution of power and

communication patterns in cyber networks

Sophisticated analytical database for

managing and analyzing multi-source data

Data sharing and layering to pool cyber

investigative data with other data sources

 

Cyber is used worldwide by intelligence agencies, governments, military and defense

agencies, law enforcement and commercial enterprises to perform a wide range of

cyber analysis

Attribution of attacks and bad actors through IP and DNS resolution and

geo-spatial mapping

Social network analysis of BotNets and other cyber attack networks

IT Network analysis and vulnerability mapping

Spam, phishing and malware identification

Insider threats and data exfiltration

Track and analyze advanced persistent threats

"Before mapping in [i2’s] Cyber [solution], I had difficulty

understanding the interactions in thousands of spreadsheet

lines."

Analyst François Blanchard

Sûreté du Québec

More information

Download Cyber Solution

Brochure

Whitepaper - Cyber Solution

Read "Detect Choke Points " Case

Study

Read Case Study "Caught in the

Honeypot"

Access Premium i2 Content

Request more information
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Open Source Information

Enhance intelligence with integrated Open Source

Information

The i2 Clarity Platform pulls all available data to provide analysts

access to information quickly and easily. i2 understands the

importance of Open Source in today’s MULTI-INT fusion

strategies, that is why we have partnered with trusted open

source information providers to offer more comprehensive

insights into individuals and organizations involved with

terrorism, violent groups threatening the homeland and high risk

international profiles.

Key Benefits:

Counterterrorism Analysis IntelCenter solution (CTAS)

When an attack occurs, analysts subscribing to

the CTAS will quickly receive an Intel Center

intelligence feed in the form of an Analyst's

Notebook chart via e-mail. This chart adds over

16 years of counter terrorism research and

analytical experience to your intelligence

product. The solution combines an Analyst's

Notebook populated with a terrorism icon

palette, an annual subscription that delivers

regularly updated link charts on terrorist and

rebel groups operating around the world, along

with access to the IntelCenter database.

LEARN MORE ABOUT INTELCENTER'S COUNTERTERRORISM OPEN
SOURCE INFORMATION

Homeland Security Open Source - ISVG solution (HSOSS)

HSOSS enables analysts to easily add

homeland security focused open source

information to existing data resources by

delivering an iBase database with the latest

OSINT on violent groups threatening our

homeland. HSOSS adds more than 120 human

coders to the analytical arsenal and over 7

years of information on violent groups linked to

militia violence, radical islamist terrorist and

homegrown threats, radical violent

environmental rights movements,

anti-immigration violence and more.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF VIOLENT
GROUPS' OPEN SOURCE INFORMATION

Risk Intelligence Analysis World-Check solution (RIAS)

With the right click of a mouse from within the

Analyst's Notebook environment, analysts can

tap into their iBase and add open source

information on suspicious people and

businesses linked to extremely high risk

activities world-wide. RIAS exploits the

knowledge gathered by 350 experienced full

time researchers fluent in more than 50

languages and working 24/7 across the world to

deliver the most up to date information on

individuals linked to narco-drug trafficking, arms

dealing, money laundering and much more.

More information

CONTACT US



PA RT  O F  T H E  I N T E L L I G E N C E - L E D  O P E R AT I O N S  P L AT F O R M

Counterterrorism 
Analysis-IntelCenter

i2 and IntelCenter's Counterterrosim Analysis solution is designed specifically to assist counterterrorism

professionals in reliably assessing the significance of terrorist developments and quickly producing, accurate and

actionable intelligence products.  As the organizational structure of groups around the world is in a state of constant

flux, having a clear understanding of the interconnectivity of the various entities and the latest terrorist threats helps

analysts gain a complete situational awareness of the threat environment.

The Counterterrorism Analysis solution combines 

i2's industry-leading Analyst's Notebook with

IntelCenter's intelligence products.  Analyst's
Notebook delivers the richest assisted analysis and

visualization capabilities and comes pre-packaged

with a vetted IntelCenter Terrorism Palette as well

as an annual subscription to the respected

IntelCenter Terrorist & Rebel Link Analysis 

feed (TR-LAF).

Deliver rich actionable intelligence
faster with Analyst's Notebook:

• Supports the dynamic thought process of analysts 

with multiple methods of representing information 

within a chart including geospatial, association, 

temporal, spreadsheet and statistical views  

• Enables performance of sophisticated analysis easily 

for social network analysis, commodity flow, 

telephone records, financial records and more 

• Communicates complex cases with intuitive briefing

charts and reports that capture and organize 

supporting data

Enhance situational awareness with
IntelCenter’s Terrorism Palette

• Incorporate preloaded facial identification icons 

and terrorist and rebel group logos into Analyst's 
Notebook charts

• Visually represent top leaders of over a dozen

terrorist groups as well as other prominent figures

• Easily search and incorporate preloaded icons to 

represent rebel and terrorist group logos, including 

logos for media arms and military wings

Analyst's Notebook delivers rich actionable intelligence faster



For more information on Counterterrorism Analysis - IntelCenter
see: www.i2group.com

Reliably assess the significance of
developments with IntelCenter's
intelligence feed

• Leverage the power of IntelCenter's Terrorist & 

Rebel Link Analysis Feed (TR-LAF) with regularly 

updated link analysis charts on the most significant 

terrorist and rebel groups operating around the 

world as well as charts focused on major attacks 

within hours of them happening

• View intelligence feed information as native Analyst’s 
Notebook charts or download as PDF files

• Enhance intelligence by incorporating information 

from IntelCenter's intelligence feed into your 

existing link charts or use them to get a head-start 

on new charts you need to create

Stay updated with latest intelligence

• Receive link charts within hours of a major

terrorist incident

• Continuous delivery of updated charts  as

situations develop

• Use IntelCenter charts as a platform to build

your own

Strengthen intelligence with enhanced
visualization

• Facial identification icons strengthen briefings

and presentations

• Quarterly IntelCenter Terrorism Palette updates

ensure users receive latest intelligence

• Icons are pre-populated with alternative name 

spellings and aliases to avoid duplications and 

enhanced accuracy

Reliably assess the significance of developments with IntelCenter's
intelligence feed

A comprehensive
solution to
strengthen the fight
against terrorism.
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